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Helpful Links
Prism Mobile™ Homepage
System Requirements for Prism Suite 13.1
How to Upgrade to Prism Suite 13.1

New Features in Prism Suite 13.1
1. Prism Suite 13.1 contains the infrastructure changes necessary to support New Boundary
Technologies' new Prism Mobile™ app. Use Prism Mobile to leverage Prism Suite’s power from
iPads, iPhones or iPods. (Android coming soon.) Manage remotely, take action quickly and
troubleshoot on the go.
2. The Prism Console can now be configured to directly access the channel database on SQL when
populating report data, instead of going through the Prism Server. This results in faster load times
for reports, especially those with large amounts of data, such as the Deployment Log.
3. It is now possible for users to save their credentials when logging into a channel.

Customer-Requested Product Enhancements
1. Changed the behavior of the Prism Client so that it is less likely cause a delay when users are
shutting down or logging out of their PCs.
2. Fixed an issue that caused configuration groups to incorrectly redirect to SysWoW64 on 64-bit
systems. This change affects configuration groups using <File>, <Folder and <INI Value>.
3. Added support for Windows 8 to the OS-related configuration group values.
4. Changed the minimum value for "delete computers that are inactive" on the Channel Maintenance
tab to 7 days. Previously the minimum was 30 days.
5. Added a Security tab to the Properties dialog for computers. The Security tab displays which roles, if
any, are restricted from modifying that computer.
6. Added support for Microsoft Windows Server 2012, SQL Server 2012 and Windows 8.
7. Implemented changes to improve the load performance of the License Units tab.

Bug Fixes
1. Fixed an issue that sometimes caused Prism clients that were upgraded to 13.x to lose their
subscription information and stop polling their channel(s). (Fixed in 13.1.0.196, released 5/8/2013.)
2. Fixed an issue that sometimes caused both fresh and upgrade installations to crash on DLL function
call PTInstLb_IS.CheckServerUserAcct. (Fixed in 13.1.0.152, released 3/22/2013.)
3. Fixed an issued that caused an incorrectly edited ExternalToolsConfig.ini file to display an error
message ("A menu item with the ID 'CxtS…") when the Prism console was launched.
4. Fixed an issued that caused Prism scripts that contained the /Run command with a /Wait switch to
not work correctly in all instances.
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5. Corrected the Software License Compliance report so the Licenses Needed column displays “0” for
compliant, site-licensed software.
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